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Deerwalk Poetry Night 2080 | Bhadra 01
Deerwalk Poetry Night is the annual event of Sifal
School that runs for around 2 months with a
selection round, then quarter-final to the semi-final,
and very competitive students make their place at
the Grand Finale as the finalist. Aarya Chhetri &
Sambid Dhakal won the title in English & Nepali
respectively.

Inter-school Poem Competition | Bhadra 02
Deerwalk Sifal School had successfully conducted
the Inter-school Poem Competition on Bhadra 02. It
was the first inter school event conducted this year.
Winners were awarded with the amazing cash prize
with medals and trophies. Utsav Dhungana was the
winner.

Class Wise Open Debate | Bhadra, 2080
Students from Grade 4 & 12 had an Open Debate
Competition on the topics “इ�टरनेट अ�भशाप हाेइन
वरदान हाे” & “Growing up in homeland is better
than growing up abroad” on Bhadra 4 & 20
respectively. The students showed enthusiasm and
came up with some insightful points which surely
has enhanced their ability to structure and organize

their thoughts as well as the ability to think
critically. Bedant Bhandari & Shine Pathak were the
winners.

Class Wise Quiz | Bhadra, 2080
Students of Grade 5, 3 and 9 had a Quiz Contest on
Bhadra 7, 8 and 13 respectively. The objective was
to encourage students in fun learning methods and
enhance general knowledge. Such competition
significantly contributes to the holistic development
of students. It is part of their regular calendar
activity.

Open Mic | HS | Bhadra 08 , 2080
The students from High School (Grade 11) had
conducted Open Mic. This is a regular live show,
hosted and conducted by students themselves. In
this show, the students at High School took the
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stage and performed many songs.

Class Wise Spelling Bee | Bhadra 12, 2080
Class Wise Spelling Bee competition at Elementary
School (Grade 1) was conducted successfully. The
main objectives of the program were to develop
spelling skills and enrich vocabulary. Students
participated and attended the program with great
zeal and the outcomes turned out to be fruitful.

Deerwalk Sifal Night | MS | 2080
DSS had successfully conducted Deerwalk Sifal
Night of Grade (7 & 8) on Bhadra 15 and Grade (5
& 6) on Bhadra 22 respectively. At the event, the
students demonstrated different forms of the
performing arts they have learned which includes
dance, music, visual arts, athletics, yoga and
meditation, theater, vocal, and taekwondo ITF. The
event was an unforgettable celebration of creativity
and artistry, filled with captivating performances.

Parents Talk | Bhadra 19, 2080
Mr. Chhabilal Pokharel, father of Prasanna Pokharel
(Grade 8) spoke to the students about 'Medicine
and Its Right Use'. His expertise and passion for
the subject were evident throughout the talk, leaving
our students well-informed and inspired.

Hamro Palama | ES | Bhadra 26, 2080
Hamro Palama is the regular calendar activity of
Sifal School where our grandparents/guardians
speak to the students sharing their experiences in
various fields and compare the situations now and
then. In this session, we had Mr Rajendra Kumar
Adhikari, grandparent of Prarabdhi Adhikari grade
1 and Mr. Chudamani Marasini grandparent of
Sanskaar Marasini Pradhan grade 2.
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Booktalk | Bhadra 27, 2080
Mr. Peshal Kumar Luitel (Nepali author) spoke to
the students of High School in the BookTalk
Session of Bhadra. He has published several books
on Nepali literature. The students at High School
had read his book “पाे�टा�भ� �डह�” as a part of their
monthly reading book.

Graduation | Class of 2023
This graduation ceremony for the Class of 2023 was
conducted to appreciate the accomplishments of the
students' goals. The students were awarded for their
achievements in different academic, practical and
extra curricular aspects while Sashwat Paudel was
awarded the title 'Valedictorian of the Year 2023'.


